Rosenbaum R, Rubin JE, Doiron B. Short-term synaptic depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics reduce and shape neuronal correlations. J Neurophysiol 109: 475-484, 2013. First published October 31, 2012 doi:10.1152/jn.00733.2012.-Correlated neuronal activity is an important feature in many neural codes, a neural correlate of a variety of cognitive states, as well as a signature of several disease states in the nervous system. The cellular and circuit mechanics of neural correlations is a vibrant area of research. Synapses throughout the cortex exhibit a form of short-term depression where increased presynaptic firing rates deplete neurotransmitter vesicles, which transiently reduces synaptic efficacy. The release and recovery of these vesicles are inherently stochastic, and this stochasticity introduces variability into the conductance elicited by depressing synapses. The impact of spiking and subthreshold membrane dynamics on the transfer of neuronal correlations has been studied intensively, but an investigation of the impact of short-term synaptic depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics on correlation transfer is lacking. We find that short-term synaptic depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics can substantially reduce correlations, shape the timescale over which these correlations occur, and alter the dependence of spiking correlations on firing rate. Our results show that short-term depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics need to be taken into account when modeling correlations in neuronal populations. Synaptic neurotransmitter vesicles are released probabilistically in response to a presynaptic spike, and released vesicles are recovered stochastically over a timescale of several hundred milliseconds (Vere-Jones 1966; Wang 1999; Fuhrmann et al. 2002; Goldman 2004; Rosenbaum et al. 2012) . The depletion of neurotransmitter vesicles by trains of presynaptic action potentials gives rise to a form of short-term synaptic depression that is pervasive in the cortex (Zucker and Regehr 2002). We find that when two postsynaptic neurons receive correlated input through depressing synapses, the correlation between the synaptic conductances across the neurons' membranes, as well as the neurons' spike trains, are drastically smaller than the correlations predicted by a nondepressing, static synapse model. This reduction in correlation is especially prevalent at higher presynaptic firing rates that more effectively deplete neurotransmitter vesicles. Coupled with the fact that cellular dynamics suppress correlations at low firing rates (de la Rocha et al. 2007 ), these results show that a population of neurons with depressing synapses exhibit small correlations over a broad range of firing rates, even when their inputs are strongly correlated. Our conclusions reveal an important, yet often ignored, mechanism that promotes asynchronous spiking activity in densely connected neuronal populations.
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE SPIKING activity of cortical neurons is a signature feature of sensory coding (Averbeck et al. 2006) , attentional modulation (Cohen and Maunsell 2009; Mitchell et al. 2009 ), as well as working memory and decision making (Romo et al. 2003; Polk et al. 2012; Cain and Shea-Brown 2012) . Correlations between the spiking activity of cortical neurons have important consequences for sensory coding and attention. Subthreshold membrane potential fluctuations and spike trains of nearby neurons exhibit significant correlated variability (Mastronarde 1983; Zohary et al. 1994; Lampl et al. 1999; Bair et al. 2001; Kohn and Smith 2005; Shlens et al. 2006; Okun and Lampl 2008; Poulet and Petersen 2008; Cohen and Maunsell 2009; Ranganathan and Koester 2011) . Nevertheless, there is a recent debate over the degree to which cortical spike trains are correlated in awake, behaving animals (Ecker et al. 2010; Renart et al. 2010; Cohen and Kohn 2011) . Due to the difficulty of obtaining accurate estimates of spiking correlations in vivo (Ecker et al. 2010; Cohen and Kohn 2011) and the obscurity of the sources of correlations measured in complicated networks, computational modeling plays an important role in understanding how correlations arise in networks and how they are affected by various neural mechanisms. Computational studies have been successful at identifying a number of mechanisms that impact the amplitude and structure of correlations in neuronal networks (Binder and Powers 2001; Parga 2006, 2009; de la Rocha et al. 2007; Renart et al. 2010; Rosenbaum et al. 2010; Tchumatchenko et al. 2010; Litwin-Kumar et al. 2011; Macke et al. 2011; Pernice et al. 2011; Ly et al. 2012; Tetzlaff et al. 2012; Trousdale et al. 2012 ), but the impact of short-term synaptic depression on neuronal correlations has not been systematically addressed in the literature.
Synaptic neurotransmitter vesicles are released probabilistically in response to a presynaptic spike, and released vesicles are recovered stochastically over a timescale of several hundred milliseconds (Vere-Jones 1966; Wang 1999; Fuhrmann et al. 2002; Goldman 2004; Rosenbaum et al. 2012) . The depletion of neurotransmitter vesicles by trains of presynaptic action potentials gives rise to a form of short-term synaptic depression that is pervasive in the cortex (Zucker and Regehr 2002) . We find that when two postsynaptic neurons receive correlated input through depressing synapses, the correlation between the synaptic conductances across the neurons' membranes, as well as the neurons' spike trains, are drastically smaller than the correlations predicted by a nondepressing, static synapse model. This reduction in correlation is especially prevalent at higher presynaptic firing rates that more effectively deplete neurotransmitter vesicles. Coupled with the fact that cellular dynamics suppress correlations at low firing rates (de la Rocha et al. 2007 ), these results show that a population of neurons with depressing synapses exhibit small correlations over a broad range of firing rates, even when their inputs are strongly correlated. Our conclusions reveal an important, yet often ignored, mechanism that promotes asynchronous spiking activity in densely connected neuronal populations.
METHODS
We begin by describing the statistical measures used to quantify correlations in this study. We then describe the presynaptic population model, synapse model, and neuron model used in this study. Throughout, we use analytical results from (Rosenbaum et al. 2012 ) to find a closed form approximation to the statistics of the synaptic conductances generated by the presynaptic population.
Statistical measures of temporal correlations. Temporal correlations are measured using the cross-covariance function, defined by
for any two stationary processes, x(t) and y(t). The cross-covariance between a process and itself is called and autocovariance and denoted
is a point process represent-ing a spike train, the spike counting process is defined by N x (t) ϭ ͐ 0 t x(s)ds and represents the number of spikes emitted during a time window of duration t. If both x(t) and y(t) are spike trains, then the spike count covariance is defined by (Tetzlaff et al. 2008 )
and the spike count variance is denoted x 2 (t) :ϭ ␥ xx (t). The spike count correlation is then defined as
and represents the Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of spikes in a time window of duration t. Even though the definitions of x (t), ␥ xy (t), and xy (t) were motivated by the interpretation of N x (t) and N y (t) as spike counts, we extend their usage to cases in which x(t) and y(t) represent synaptic conductances instead of spike trains. We refer to this measure as the Pearson correlation over a window of size t. Static synapse model. To study the effects of synaptic depression on correlations, we compare results for a depressing model described below to results for a nondepressing, static synapse model described here. The synaptic conductance produced by a presynaptic spike train, x(t) ϭ Α j ␦(t Ϫ t j ), for this static model is given by
where w is a constant.
When x(t) is a Poisson process with rate , the autocovariance function of the conductance is given by (Tetzlaff et al. 2008 )
The cross-covariance function between two conductances driven by a pair of spike trains, x(t) and y(t), is given by
where C in ( ) is the cross-covariance between the presynaptic inputs, x(t) and y(t), and * denotes convolution, (f * g)() ϭ ͐f(t)g( Ϫ t)dt. Depressing synapse model. A widely used model of short-term synaptic depression captures only the trial-averaged synaptic response to a presynaptic spike train (Tsodyks and Markram 1997 ). Since we are concerned with neural variability in this work, we use a more detailed model that captures the trial-to-trial variability introduced by probabilistic vesicle release and stochastic recovery times (VereJones 1966; Wang 1999; Fuhrmann et al. 2002; Goldman 2004; de la Rocha and Parga 2005; Rosenbaum et al. 2012) .
A presynaptic neuron makes M functional contacts onto a postsynaptic neuron. Each functional contact can dock at most one neurotransmitter vesicle at a time. When a presynaptic spike arrives, each docked vesicle is released with probability p r . After releasing a docked vesicle, a contact enters a refractory period in which it is unable to release another vesicle. Recovery from this refractory period occurs as a Poisson process with rate 1/ u . In other words, the duration of the refractory period at a single synaptic contact is exponentially distributed with mean u . Let x(t) ϭ Α j ␦(t Ϫ t j ) be the presynaptic spike train that drives the synapse and define w j ʦ [0, M] to be the number of vesicles released by the jth presynaptic spike. Then the synaptic conductance generated by x(t) is given by
where t j is the jth presynaptic spike time and ␣(t) is a postsynaptic conductance kernel that represents the conductance generated by the release of a single excitatory neurotransmitter vesicle.
Assuming that the presynaptic spike train is a Poisson process with rate , an approximation to the autocovariance function of the synaptic conductance is given by (Rosenbaum et al. 2012; Merkel and Lindner 2010 )
The kernel K() represents the temporal filtering effects of short-term depression and takes the form of a delta function added to a negative exponential (Rosenbaum et al. 2012) ,
where ⌰() is the Heaviside step function. The additive term, F(), represents the effects of stochastic vesicle recovery and probabilistic release on the temporal variability of the synaptic response and takes the form (Rosenbaum et al. 2012 )
Expressions for the constants D 0 , 0 , A K , B K , A F , and B F are given in the APPENDIX.
Since we are interested in correlations between neuronal responses, we also must consider the cross-covariance between two conductances produced by two correlated presynaptic spike trains, x(t) and y(t) (Fig. 1) . For the purposes of this study, we can assume that the two spike trains are Poisson with the same rate, . An approximation to the cross-covariance between the two synaptic conductances they produce is given by (Rosenbaum et al. 2012 )
where C in () is the cross-covariance function between the input spike trains, x(t) and y(t). The kernel, K(), is defined above and the constants, D 0 and c 0 , are given in the APPENDIX. The Pearson correlation, gg (t), between conductances is an analog to spike count correlations between spike trains and can be calculated from the auto-and cross-covariance functions above using Eqs. 1 and 2.
Presynaptic population model. We consider a simple presynaptic population model in which two postsynaptic neurons each receive input from n e excitatory and n i inhibitory presynaptic neurons ( Fig. 2A) . Synaptic conductances are denoted using the letter g. Generally, presynaptic spike counts and postsynaptic conductances from individual presynaptic neurons are denoted with lowercase letters and subscripts (e for excitatory and i for inhibitory), whereas population-level spike counts and postsynaptic conductances, obtained by summing individual spike counts and conductances, are denoted with capital letters and subscripts (E for excitatory and I for inhibitory). The subscript, out, is used for quantities related to the spiking response of postsynaptic neurons. The subscript, in, is used for quantities, like firing rates, that are identical for excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic inputs.
We denote the jth presynaptic excitatory input spike train to postsynaptic neuron k by e k,j (t) for j ϭ 1, 2, . . . , n e and k ϭ 1, 2. The inhibitory inputs are denoted analogously. For simplicity, we assume that all of the presynaptic spike trains are Poisson processes. Excitatory and inhibitory spike trains have rate in and the autocovariance of these Poisson inputs is given by A in () ϭ in ␦(). Fig. 1 . Model for synaptic correlation transfer with two presynaptic spike trains. Two correlated presynaptic spike trains, x(t) and y(t), each drive M ϭ 5 synaptic contacts to produce two synaptic conductance traces. We are interested in how the correlation, in (t), between the presynaptic spike trains is transferred to the correlation, gg (t), between the synaptic conductances.
Each pair of presynaptic spike trains is correlated with crosscovariance function C in () ϭ c in e Ϫ||/corr /(2 corr ) where c is the total input correlation. Correlated presynaptic spike times are obtained for simulations using a jittered "multiple interaction" scheme (Kuhn et al. 2003) . First, a mother Poisson process with rate in /c is generated, then each spike train is generated by choosing a proportion c of the spike times from the mother train. After this, every spike time from each population is "jittered" by adding independent exponentially distributed random numbers with mean corr (Bäuerle and Grübel 2005) .
The normalized covariance, ␥ in (t), between two presynaptic spike counts can be computed from C in () using Eq. 1. Since each presynaptic spike train is a Poisson process, the spike count variances are given by in 2 (t) ϭ t in . As a result, the Pearson correlation coefficient between spike counts from excitatory inputs is given by in (t) ϭ ␥ in (t)/(t in ).
The total number of excitatory presynaptic spikes received by neuron k during the time interval [0, t] is given by k,j (t) and similarly for the total number of inhibitory spikes, N I,k (t). The spike count correlations between the total excitatory and between the total inhibitory inputs are given by (Renart et al. 2010; ,
for X ϭ E, I and x ϭ e, i respectively. Similarly, the spike count correlation between the total excitatory and inhibitory inputs is given by
The marginal and joint statistics of the individual conductances are given in the previous two sections. The summed excitatory and inhibitory synaptic conductances across the membrane of postsynaptic neuron k are given by
respectively for k ϭ 1, 2. These conductances are used to drive a pair of model postsynaptic neurons (see below and Fig. 2B ) The Pearson correlation between the total conductances over a window of size t (see above) is given by
for X ϭ E, I and x ϭ e, i respectively, and
Neuron model. To generate postsynaptic spike times, we use a conductance-based integrate-and-fire neuron model (Dayan and Abbott 2001) . The membrane potentials obey
for k ϭ 1, 2 where g E,k (t) and g I,k (t) are the excitatory and inhibitory conductances defined above. Each time the membrane potential reaches threshold at Vth, a spike is recorded, the membrane potential is reset to V re and remains there for a refractory period of duration ref .
The output spike trains are given by
where t k,j is the time of the jth threshold crossing of neuron k ϭ 1, 2. We denote the postsynaptic firing rate as out and the spike count correlation between two postsynaptic neurons over a window of size t as out (t). Due to the nonwhite nature of the synaptic conductances, the statistics of the membrane potentials, spike trains, and synaptic currents are difficult to obtain analytically. In particular, the conductances produced by our model contain a quickly decaying positive peak at the origin surrounded by a negative component that decays more slowly (Fig. 3H) 
2. Presynaptic population model. A: each of n e ϭ 150 presynaptic spike trains drives M ϭ 5 synaptic contacts to produce the first neuron's total excitatory synaptic conductance, g E,1 (t). The sum of these presynaptic spike trains is denoted E 1 (t) and similarly for E 2 (t), I 1 (t), and I 2 (t). Every pair of presynaptic spike trains is correlated with coefficient, in (t). Correlation between the excitatory population spike trains is denoted EE (t) and similarly for II (t) and EI (t). B: population conductances, g E,2 (t), g I,1 (t), and g I,2 (t) are constructed analogously to g E,1 (t) in A and their pairwise correlations are denoted gEgE (t), gIgI (t), and gEgI (t). Population conductances drive two postsynaptic neurons to produce two output spike trains, s 1 (t) and s 2 (t), with correlation given by out (t). We are interested in how in (t) is transferred to out (t).
known analytical methods for obtaining spiking statistics given presynaptic correlations with this temporal structure, so we use Monte Carlo simulations in place of closed form expressions.
An attempt was made to obtain analytical approximations to the spiking statistics using a simpler model and existing theoretical calculations. If we assume instantaneous synapses [␣(t) ϭ JC m ␦(t)], Poisson inputs, and delta-correlated input spike trains [C in () ϭ c in ␦()] our synapse model produces synaptic conductances with correlation functions that consist of a delta function at the origin surrounded by negative exponentially decaying peak. Analytical methods exist to approximate the spiking statistics of current-based integrate-and-fire neurons receiving synaptic currents with correlation functions that have such a shape Parga 2006, 2009) . We performed Monte Carlo simulations with a current-based integrate-and-fire neuron where the synaptic current was taken to be proportional to the conductance predicted by our synaptic model with instantaneous synapses and delta correlated inputs. We compared the statistics calculated from these simulations to those obtained using the analytical approximations mentioned above but found substantial disagreement between the simulations and theoretical approximations. These analytical approximations rely on an assumption that the integral of the negative exponential peak in the correlation functions is much smaller than the mass of the delta function. We speculate that the disagreement between our simulations and these approximations to a violation of this assumption in our model but note the possibility that the approximations could be accurate in other parameter regimes where this assumption is not violated. Parameters values used in this study.
Unless otherwise specified, input parameters for all figures are n e ϭ 150, n i ϭ 50, c ϭ 0.05, corr ϭ 20 ms, and in ϭ 15 Hz. The vesicle recovery timescale, u , for nonfacilitating synapses in the cortex is commonly reported to be within the range of 300 -1,500 ms and the probability of release at a single contact, p r , can lie anywhere in the range of 0.1-0.9 (Tsodyks and Markram 1997; Markram 1997; Varela et al. 1997; Fuhrmann et al. 2002; Hanson and Jaeger 2002) . Consistent with these findings, we set u ϭ 700 ms and p r ϭ 0.3. We set the number of functional contacts that each presynaptic cell makes to a postsynaptic cell to M ϭ 5, which is within the ranges observed across many cell types and cortical areas (Branco and and similarly for the inhibitory postsynaptic conductance kernel,
where ␣ ϭ 5 ms, J e ϭ 0.0205, J i ϭ 0.0504, and ⌰(t) is the Heaviside step function. For the static synapse model we set w ϭ 0.278. These parameter values were chosen so that the postsynaptic firing rate was approximately equal to the presynaptic rate, out Ϸ 15 Hz, for both the static and depressing synapse models (more precisely, out ϭ 15.03 Ϯ 0.0056 Hz for the depressing synapse model and out ϭ 15.41 Ϯ 0.0065 Hz for the static synapse model).
To compare postsynaptic spiking correlations produced by the static and depressing models at various postsynaptic firing rates, we varied the presynaptic firing rate from in ϭ 0.05 Hz to in ϭ 50 Hz. All other parameters were unchanged for the depressing synapse model, but to obtain a fair comparison of the two models, we varied the value of w for the static synapse model so that the two models exhibited the same postsynaptic firing rates, out , given the same presynaptic firing rates, in . More specifically, the value of w was adjusted manually for each value of in sampled until the disagreement between the postsynaptic firing rates of the two models agreed to within a 5% error. The value of w was not changed by Ͼ5% from its original value of w ϭ 0.278 during this process.
RESULTS
We begin by considering how the correlation between pair of presynaptic spike trains is transformed by short-term synaptic depression to the correlation between the two synaptic conductances that these spike trains elicit. We next extend these results to the transfer of correlation over a population of Rosenbaum et al. 2012) , each presynaptic neuron makes M ϭ 5 functional contacts onto its postsynaptic target. At each presynaptic spike, each readily releasable vesicle is released independently with probability p r ϭ 0.3. Recovery of released vesicles occurs as a Poisson process with rate 1/ u where u ϭ 700 ms. For the static synapse model, every presynaptic spike releases the same amount of neurotransmitter. Parameters are chosen so that postsynaptic firing rates for both models is ϳ15 Hz when the presynaptic rate is 15 Hz (see METHODS for more details on models and parameters).
Correlations between synaptic conductances are weakened and reshaped by synaptic depression. We first consider the correlation between two conductances generated by a single pair of correlated presynaptic spike trains, x(t) and y(t), each with rate ϭ 15 Hz (see METHODS and Fig. 1 ). We assume that these spike trains are Poisson processes and correlated with an exponentially decaying cross-covariance function C in () ϭ 0.05e Ϫ||/ corr (Fig. 3, A and B) . The spike count correlation between the presynaptic spike trains increases with the length of the window from in (0) ϭ 0 towards lim t¡ϱ in (t) ϭ 0.05 (Fig. 3C) .
Closed form expressions for the autocovariance, A g (), of the synaptic conductance produced by each of these spike trains as well as the cross-covariance function, C gg (), between the two synaptic conductances are given in the METHODS for a depressing and a static synapse model. The Pearson correlation, gg (t), between two conductances over a window of length t is given in terms of integrals of the auto-and crosscovariance functions, cf Eq. 2.
For a static, nondepressing synapse model, the auto-and cross-covariance functions of the conductances, A g () and C gg (), are positive with central peaks at ϭ 0 (Fig. 3, D  and E) . The timescale at which the tails of these peaks decay is given by max{ corr , ␣ } where ␣ is the decay time constant of the synaptic conductance kernels and corr is the time constant of the correlations between the presynaptic spike trains (see METHODS; here, ␣ ϭ 5 ms and corr ϭ 20 ms). The Pearson correlation coefficient between the conductances over a window of length t increases with t towards the input spike count correlation, lim t¡ϱ gg (t) ϭ lim t¡ϱ in (t) ϭ 0.05, since a static synapse imposes a linear filter (see Fig. 3 , C and F, METHODS, and Tetzlaff et al. 2008) .
The auto-and cross-covariance functions of the conductances produced by a depressing synapse model also have central peaks at ϭ 0 with the same initial decay rate as for the static synapse model, but negative temporal correlations are introduced by synaptic depression. These negative correlations decay at the timescale of the exponential part of the kernel, K() (see METHODS). This timescale, given by 0 ϭ u /(1 ϩ p r u ), is typically longer than the timescale of the central peak so that the auto-and cross-covariance functions have a positive central peak at small , surrounded by a negative component at larger (Fig. 3, G and H, but the negative temporal correlations are difficult to see in Fig. 3G due to the relative amplitude of the exponential peak).
The Pearson correlation, gg (t), between the two conductances produced by the depressing synapse model initially increases with the integration window, t, because of the central peak in C gg () (Fig. 3I) . For larger t, negative temporal correlations cause the correlation to decrease. Correlations are drastically smaller for the depressing synapse model than for the nondepressing model. Indeed, synaptic depression reduces the value of gg (t) by a factor of more than 4 for small t and by a factor of Ͼ20 for large t (Fig. 3, F and I, solid curves) .
In the limit of large t, the Pearson correlation between the conductances produced by the depressing synapse model is small. This result can be understood intuitively by noting that for t ϾϾ ␣ , the correlation, gg (t), between the conductances is equal to the correlation coefficient between the number of vesicles released at each synapse in a window of length t. When U ϾϾ M/ u , the synapses are depleted in the steady state and the number of vesicles released over a long time window is determined primarily by the number of vesicle recovery events that occur during that time window (de la Rocha and Parga 2005; Rosenbaum et al. 2012) . Since recovery events are uncorrelated between the two synapses, the number of vesicles released at different synapses is largely uncorrelated and, therefore, gg (t) is small for large t. This argument suggests that correlations should be smaller when the synapses are more depleted. This observation is confirmed by noting that correlations are smaller for the depressing synapse model when presynaptic rates are higher or when vesicle recovery times are longer (Figs. 3I and 4, A and B) .
When u or in is small, vesicles are recovered before each presynaptic spike arrives. As a result, the stochastic nature of vesicle recovery does not introduce variability to the synaptic response in this regime. However, the number of vesicles released by each presynaptic spike is random and the variability introduced by this randomness reduces correlations (see Fig. 4, A and B and Rosenbaum and Josíc 2011) .
The correlation between conductances increases with the number of contacts made by a presynaptic neuron (Fig. 4C) because a large number of synaptic contacts allows synaptic Correlations exhibit a nonmonotonic dependence on the probability of release (Fig. 4D) . A very small probability of release reduces the proportion of nearly synchronous presynaptic spikes that induce nearly synchronous release events, thereby suppressing the correlation of the synaptic response . A high probability of release depletes the synapses more thoroughly, thereby also decreasing correlations. Overall, synaptic depression decreases correlations, largely due to the introduction of synaptic variability that is independent across postsynaptic targets. Furthermore, since depression is recruited at higher input firing rates, the amount by which correlations are decreased by synaptic depression depends sensitively on presynaptic firing rates.
Correlations between the conductances produced by two presynaptic populations. We now consider pair of postsynaptic neurons driven by a population of presynaptic spike trains. Two uncoupled postsynaptic neurons each receive synaptic inputs from n e ϭ 150 excitatory and n i ϭ 50 inhibitory Poisson presynaptic spike trains with firing rates in ϭ 15. Each pair of presynaptic spike trains is correlated with cross-covariance function C in () ϭ 0.05 in e Ϫ||/ corr (see METHODS) . Correlations between individual presynaptic spike trains are weak [lim t¡ϱ in (t) ϭ 0.05] but synaptic convergence, i.e., pooling, acts to amplify these correlations so that correlations between the total presynaptic spike counts are much stronger: lim t¡ϱ EE (t) ϭ 0.89, lim t¡ϱ II (t) ϭ 0.72, and lim t¡ϱ EI (t) ϭ 0.80 (see Fig. 5 , A-C, METHODS, and Renart et al. 2010; .
For the nondepressing, static synapse model the Pearson correlations between the total excitatory and inhibitory conductances received by each cell increase with the window size, t, over which the correlations are measured (Fig. 5, D-F) . For large t, the correlation between the conductances approaches the correlation between the presynaptic spike counts, lim t¡ϱ gXgY (t) ϭ lim t¡ϱ XY (t) for X, Yʦ {E, I}, since the static synapse model imposes a linear filter (see METHODS and Tetzlaff et al. 2008) .
For a depressing synapse model, the correlations between the total excitatory and inhibitory conductances initially increase with the window size, t, but begin to decrease for larger t. The timescales of these changes in correlation with window size are the same as those discussed above for an individual pair of conductances. The correlations between the population conductances generated by the depressing synapse model are considerably smaller than the correlations for the static synapse model, especially over large window sizes (Fig. 5, G-I) .
Thus presynaptic populations can pool their activity and amplify the transfer of correlation to a postsynaptic pair. Nevertheless, the main effects of depression-induced correlation dilution and shaping that was uncovered with a pair of presynaptic cells (Fig. 3) carry over to a model of presynaptic populations.
Postsynaptic spiking correlations are weakened and reshaped by synaptic depression. We now consider two uncoupled postsynaptic neurons driven by the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic conductances considered above. We model these two neurons using a conductance based integrate-and-fire formalism (see METHODS). Since the two postsynaptic cells are uncoupled, correlations between their spiking responses are induced solely through correlations between the synaptic conductances discussed above. We begin by considering a set of parameters for which the pre-and postsynaptic firing rate is approximately in ϭ 15 Hz (see METHODS).
The auto-and cross-covariance functions between the postsynaptic spike trains inherit the overall qualitative shape of the auto-and cross-covariance functions between the conductances, except that the postsynaptic autocovariance is negative at small due to the absolute and relative refractory periods imposed by the spiking dynamics (Fig. 6, A, B, D, and E) . Synaptic depression substantially reduces postsynaptic spiking correlations compared with a static synapse, especially over longer time windows (compare Figs. 6, C and F) . This result suggests that short-term depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics provide a mechanism through which small correlations may be maintained in densely connected networks, which complements previously studied mechanisms (Renart et al. 2010; Ecker et al. 2010) .
We have shown that correlations between synaptic conductances generated by depressing synapses decrease as the presynaptic firing rate increases (see Fig. 4A ). Additionally, the correlation susceptibility, defined as the ratio of correlations between synaptic currents to correlations between spiking correlations, is known to increase with postsynaptic firing rates for integrate-and-fire neurons (de la Rocha et al. 2007; . Finally, as presynaptic firing rate increases so does the postsynaptic rate. The combination of these effects yields nonmonotonic changes in postsynaptic spiking correlations as postsynaptic rates are modulated by modulating presynaptic rates: correlations initially increase with firing rate but then decrease at larger rates (Fig. 7 , solid line). For a static synapse model, however, spiking correlations mostly increase with firing rate (Fig. 7, dashed line) .
DISCUSSION
The degree to which spike trains are correlated in the cortex and the mechanisms that determine these correlations are topics of great interest in neural coding (Ecker et al. 2010; Renart et al. 2010; Cohen and Kohn 2011; de la Rocha et al. 2007; Moreno-Bote and Parga 2009; Renart et al. 2010; Rosenbaum et al. 2010; Tchumatchenko et al. 2010; Litwin-Kumar et al. 2011; Macke et al. 2011; Ly et al. 2012; Trousdale et al. 2012; Ranganathan and Koester 2011; Shlens et al. 2006; Cohen and Maunsell 2009) . We used computational modeling and mathematical analysis to show that short-term synaptic depression can drastically reduce correlations between the activity of neurons. In addition, shortterm depression shapes the timescale over which these correlations occur (see Figs. 3, 5, and 6) . In particular, short-term depression causes correlations over short time windows to be larger than correlations over long time windows, consistent with the findings of at least one experimental study (Giridhar et al. 2011 ).
Short-term synaptic depression causes a greater reduction in correlations when presynaptic rates are larger (Fig. 4A ) since higher rates more fully deplete neurotransmitter vesicles. Combined with the fact that correlations are reduced by thresholding mechanisms at low postsynaptic rates (de la Rocha et al. 2007; , this can introduce a nonmonotonic dependence of postsynaptic correlations on postsynaptic rates when presynaptic rates are modulated (Fig. 7) . The decrease in spiking correlations at higher firing rates could potentially explain why some experimental studies report a decrease in correlations as rates increase Maunsell 2009, 2011) .
The degree to which neuronal activity is correlated in vivo is a topic of active research and debate (Ecker et al. 2010; Renart et al. 2010; Cohen and Kohn 2011 ). An understanding of the neural mechanisms that modulate correlations is essential to the ongoing discussion of neuronal correlations and their role in the cortical computation. We contribute to this discussion by showing that short-term synaptic depression, which is pervasive in the cortex (Zucker and Regehr 2002) , has a substantial impact on the degree to which neural activity is correlated as well as the temporal structure of these correlations. Firing rates of the neurons is approximately the same for both models (see METHODS), but short-term depression drastically reduces postsynaptic spiking correlations. Fig. 7 . Short-term depression can cause a nonmonotonic dependence of correlation on firing rate. Postsynaptic spike count correlation, out (t), calculated over a window size of t ϭ 1 s plotted as a function of the postsynaptic firing rates, out , as the presynaptic rates are varied from in ϭ 0.05 Hz to in ϭ 50 Hz. Synaptic weights for the static synapse model were adjusted at each sampled point so that the postsynaptic firing rate of the two models agrees to within a 5% error (see METHODS). Error bars are omitted because all standard errors are smaller than radius of the dots.
One previous study examined the impact of probabilistic vesicle release on postsynaptic spiking correlations, but the release probabilities used in that study were assumed to be constant and independent of presynaptic spiking history. When presynaptic spike trains are Poisson, a constant probability of release simply scales correlations by the release probability and does not change the timescale over which correlations occur. Thus a model with a constant probability of release does not accurately capture the correlation structure induced by short-term synaptic depression (Fig. 8, dotted line) .
A commonly used model of short-term synaptic depression treats the release and recovery of neurotransmitter vesicles as deterministic instead of probabilistic (Tsodyks and Markram 1997; Varela et al. 1997; Chance et al. 1998; Cook et al. 2003; Grande and Spain 2005; Lindner et al. 2009; Merkel and Lindner 2010; Oswald and Urban 2012) and therefore underestimates the variability in the synaptic response. This deterministic model of depression leads to dramatically higher correlation transfer than the case with stochastic depression, as well as a differences in the timescale of transfer (Fig. 8 , dashed line). Thus stochastic vesicle dynamics must be accounted for in studies for which neuronal correlations are important.
Our model assumes that each synaptic contact hosts exactly one vesicle docking site, in contrast to similar models in which a single contact can dock multiple vesicles (Vere-Jones 1966; Wang 1999; de la Rocha and Parga 2005; Loebel et al. 2009 ). This difference could potentially be resolved by interpreting our parameter M as the total number of release sites at all contacts, but this resolution is only consistent if vesicle release at each site is statistically independent. Our mathematical analysis relies on the assumption of independent release at separate functional contacts, so a generalized model would require new analysis or abandoning analytical methods altogether in favor of direct simulation. Simulations show that increasing the number of docking sites per contact while scaling the recovery time constant u accordingly increases synaptic variability and the variability of postsynaptic spiking (de la Rocha and Parga 2005), which could reduce correlations further.
Previous studies have used the stochastic model of shortterm synaptic depression used here to explore the impact of synaptic depression on the firing rate of postsynaptic neurons and on the amount of information transmitted through a synapse (Fuhrmann et al. 2002; Goldman 2004) . A few studies have also looked at how short-term depression interacts with correlations between presynaptic inputs to determine the response statistics of a single postsynaptic neuron (Goldman et al. 1999 (Goldman et al. , 2002 de la Rocha et al. 2004; de la Rocha and Parga 2005; Rosenbaum et al. 2012 ), but to the authors' knowledge the question of how short-term synaptic depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics determine correlations between postsynaptic neurons has not been previously investigated.
Our results show that short-term synaptic depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics provide a powerful mechanism for the decorrelation of neural activity in feedforward settings. Previous studies show that intrinsic neuronal dynamics (de la Rocha et al. 2007; Litwin-Kumar et al. 2011; Barreiro et al. 2010; Hong et al. 2012) , reciprocal feedback inhibition (Ly et al. 2012; Middleton et al. 2012; Litwin-Kumar et al. 2012; Tetzlaff et al. 2012 ) and recurrent network dynamics (Hertz 2010; Renart et al. 2010; Pernice et al. 2011; Pernice et al. 2012; Trousdale et al. 2012 ) also act as decorrelating mechanisms. It is not immediately clear, however, how short-term synaptic depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics interact with recurrent network dynamics to determine correlations. For example, short-term depression could weaken negative feedback loops that promote decorrelation (Tetzlaff et al. 2012; Litwin-Kumar et al. 2012) , thereby possibly strengthening correlations. An investigation of the impact of short-term synaptic depression and stochastic vesicle dynamics on correlations in recurrent networks is an important goal for understanding the genesis and role of neuronal correlation in cortex. Our results contribute some fundamental insights that can inform such an investigation, but a complete investigation is outside the scope of this study.
APPENDIX
Here we give equations for the constants that appear in the expressions for the auto-and cross-covariance functions of the conductance produced by the depressing synapse model (see METHODS). All expressions are from (Rosenbaum et al. 2012) . The constant D 0 quantifies variability added to the synaptic response by synaptic depression and is given by
The kernel, K(), quantifies the filtering properties of synaptic depression and includes a delta function centered at ϭ 0 added to a negative exponential. The mass of the delta function, the amplitude of the peak, and the time constant of the exponential are given by Fig. 3 , A-C, using the depressing synapse model described in METHODS (solid line, same as Fig. 3I ), using a model with a constant vesicle release probability (dotted line), and using a depressing synapse model with deterministic dynamics (dashed line). Parameters were chosen so that all models produce the same mean conductance. where c ϭ lim t¡ϱ in (t) is the total input correlation.
